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AdS2 - thermal (Rindler) coordinates

- Two boundaries 

- Cover only a portion of AdS2

- Causally disconnected 

,        are conjugate to two different elements
of the SL(2,R) isometries of AdS2

Non-travesable wormhole



AdS2 vs NAdS2 asymptotic boundary 
conditions

• Exact AdS2 boundary conditions do not make 
sense

• Need to break some of the AdS2 isometries 
slightly

• We should think about nearly-AdS2

• Nearly AdS2 with t-isometry  TFD of Nearly CFT1

• Nearly AdS2 with T-isometry  ? 

JM, Michelson, Strominger



First recall some facts about nearly 
AdS2 boundary conditions…



Nearly AdS2 gravity

Keep the leading effects that perturb away from 
AdS2 Teitelboim Jackiw

Almheiri Polchinski

Topological term. 
Ground state entropy

Gives leading gravitational dynamics. 

Universal description for near extremal black holes. 



AdS2

N-AdS2



Gravitational dynamics

AdS2

Rigid AdS2

Physical boundary given by dilaton

Dynamics is in the position of the 
boundary. 

Boundary graviton: encodes the motion
of the boundary. 



• With pure gravity, the only solution with     
growing towards both boundaries is  the
thermal AdS2 , with  t- isometry. 

• We need some sort of matter. 

• No ordinary matter 

(Raychaudhuri eqn )

Integrate



We will look at a simple example
• Nearly-AdS2 gravity

• Plus matter

• Plus boundary conditions connecting the two 
sides    (as in Gao-Jafferis-Wall)

• This generates negative null energy and allows for 
a solution with the global time isometry, where      
grows towards both boundaries

is proper length along the boundary, or boundary time. 



In parallel we will look at a similar 
problem in the SYK model.



Sachdev, Ye, Kitaev model (SYK)

random couplings

N Majorana fermions   

Quantum mechanical model, only time. 

N large,  strong coupling  1 << (time) J << N   (still exponentially many energy levels)

J = single dimension one coupling. 



Two copies of SYK   +  Interaction



Two copies of SYK   +  Interaction

Low energies

+ Global SL(2,R) gauge symmetry  set total SL(2,R) charge to zero. 



x

Thermofield double

Space of
G’s

Forget about the degrees of freedom orthogonal to the valley and 
evaluate the interaction term along the valley  

The low action valley

potential

x



AdS2 gravity + 

Interaction

+ Global SL(2,R) gauge symmetry  set total SL(2,R) charge to zero. 

AdS2



zero SL(2,R) charges 

A solution always exists for small 

is a solution of the equations
of motion. 



Nearly AdS2

Casimir force due to the boundary conditions
connecting the left and right sides  attractive 
force between the two boundaries. 

-

-

-

-
-



Nearly AdS2

Small oscillations around equilibrium position. 



Nearly AdS2

Adding matter. 
Matter leads to a conformal spectrum to leading 
order. 



• Spectrum = Part determined by the SL(2) 
symmetry  + part coming from the boundary 
degree of freedom. 

Not determined by the
symmetries, depends on μ

SL(2) representations. Bulk fields or conformal 
sector of the SYK model. 

Motion of the boundary particles, 
of the Schwarzian action. 

Spectrum reflects the conformal 
symmetry



It is a bit like the Zeeman effect in atomic physics where an atom with 
non-zero spin, j,  is put in a magnetic field. The spectrum is determined by 
the weakly broken rotational symmetry and it gives rise to 2j+1 equally spaced 
levels. 

It is the analog of the operator   state mapping of higher dimensional CFTs. 



In SYK we can also solve the theory 
beyond the low energy limit. 



SYK analysis

• Large N  special set of diagrams

• Give  rise to a closed set of equations for the 
fermion propagator

For usual SYK



Two coupled SYK systems

• Similar equations. 

• We now have both left and right systems



For usual SYK

Two coupled
SYK systems



Simplest ansatz

Valid for

Solves the low energy limit of the equations.
The equations have a reparametrization
symmetry in that limit.  

 Previous discussion. 

Include the leading reparametrization symmetry breaking effects. 



Methods to analyze the equations

• Numerical

• Large q approximation  analytic solution. 

• We can now solve the equations not limited to 
the small       approximation. 

• It is also interesting to study the finite 
temperature situation.  



Finite temperature  SYK case, large q

Free energy  vs. Temperature Entropy vs Energy

Canonical ensemble Microcanonical ensemble



Qualitative gravity picture

disconnected

connected

connected + matter

topology 
change ?



J=1

Numerical Analysis



Making the TFD 

• Create two SYK systems. 
• Couple term. 
• Couple them further to a heat sink and let them cool down 

to find its ground state.
• At t=0, turn off the left-right coupling. 

•  Get a state that is close to the TFD.

T=0, we turn off the coupling

TFD

Ground state of 
coupled sytem



Additional comment

• Even if the couplings are different, we still get 
a solution which looks connected. 

• The energy gap becomes smaller if the 
couplings are different, it decreases as the 
couplings get less correlated. 

• We do not need perfect matchings of energies 
to build a state that is close to the TFD double, 
or that behaves as if the gravity dual was 
connected. 



Conclusions

• As a variant of the Gao-Jafferis-Wall 
teleportation idea, we can generate states 
that lead to traversable wormholes, similar to 
AdS2 in global coordinates. 

• Can be analyzed in the SYK context. 

• Discussed thermal aspects and the phase 
transition. 

• Realized a state close to the TFD as the ground 
state of the coupled system. 



Wormholes in four dimensions



Alexey Milekhin Fedor Popov

Based on work in progress with: 



Drawing by John Wheeler, 1966

Charge without charge. Spatial geometry. Traversable wormhole 



There are no science fiction wormholes!

• No wormhole allows you to travel faster than 
the speed of light in the ambient space. 

• Forbidden by: 

• I) The Achronal Average Null Energy Condition

• II) Einstein equations. 

Friedman Schleich, Witt,  Galloway, Woolgar
Gao Wald

Achronal = fastest line

Not yet proven in a general 
spacetime,  but believed to
hold in QFT



Longer wormholes

• What if it takes longer to go through the 
wormhole ?

• Not possible in classical physics due to the 
Null Energy Condition. 

• We need quantum effects to find a 
solution. Casimir-like energy. 

• Can we do it in a controllable way ?

Topological censorship: Friedman Schleich,
Witt, Galloway, Woolgar



Negative Casimir energy

Quantum effect

The null energy condition does not hold for null lines that are not the fastest

time

Circle 

Eg. Two spacetime dimensions

Negative energy from quantum mechanics



Some necessary elements

• We need something looking like a circle to 
have negative Casimir energy. 

• Large number of bulk fields to enhance the 
size of quantum effects. 

• We will show how to assemble these elements 
in a few steps. 



The theory

Einstein  +  U(1) gauge field  + massless charged fermion  

Could be the Standard Model at very small distances, smaller than the 
electroweak scale where the fermions are effectively massless and the U(1) would be
hypercharge.  SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). 



The first solution

β is the ‘’length” of the throat.  Redshift factor
between the top and the bottom 

horizon

Extremal, or near extremal, magnetically charged black hole, magnetic charge Q.

Very small



Motion of charged fermions

• Magnetic field on the sphere. 

• There is a Landau level with precisely zero energy. 

• Orbital and magnetic dipole energies precisely 
cancel. 

• Degeneracy Q = flux of the magnetic field on the 
sphere

• We effectively get Q massless two dimensional 
fermions along the time and radial direction. 

• We can think of each of them as following a 
magnetic field line. 





AdS2

Two black holes connected in various ways. All equally valid solutions in the exact 
extremal limit (infinite length throat). 

The acquire non-zero energy when the throat has finite length 



Connect a pair black holes  

connect 



Connect a pair black holes  

Positive magnetic 
charge

Negative magnetic
charge

Nearly AdS2 x S2 wormhole of finite length 
Not a solution yet.
Not a black hole. 



Fermion trajectories

Positive magnetic 
charge

Negative magnetic
charge

Charged fermion moves along this closed circle. 



Casimir energy

Assume:  “Length of the throat”  is  larger than the distance. 

Casimir energy is of the order of  



Finding the solution

Balance the classical curvature + gauge field energy  vs the Casimir energy. 

Now the throat is stabilized.  Negative binding energy.  

This is not yet a solution: The two objects attract and would fall on to each other



Adding rotation

d 



Some necessary inequalities

From stabilized  throat solution

Black holes close enough to that Casmir energy
computation was correct.  

Black holes far enough so that 
they rotate slowly compared to the
energy gap. 

Unruh-like temperature less than energy gap 
Kepler 
rotation frequency

They  are compatible 

Other effects we could think off are also small : 
can allow small eccentricity, add electromagnetic and 
gravitational radiation, etc. 



Final solution

Looks like two near extremal black holes if you do not get to the middle of wormhole 
But there is no horizon !.  Zero entropy solution. 
It has a small binding energy. 



It could exist if nature is described by the Standard Model at short 
distances and d is smaller 
than the electroweak scale, 

If the standard model is not valid  it is possible that  similar ingredients 
are present in the true theory. 

That it can exist, does not mean that it is easily produced by some natural or artificial 
process. 



They are connected through a wormhole! 

Much smaller than the ones LIGO or the LHC can detect!

Pair of entangled black holes.



• It seems that in the above regime we are in 
the metastable branch, if we use the Unruh 
temperature associated to the rotating frame.

• How can we steer the system into this solution 
?  



Conclusions
• We displayed a solution of an Einstein Maxwell theory 

with charged fermions. 
• It is a traversable wormhole in four dimensions and 

with no exotic matter. 
• It balances classical and quantum effects. 
• It has a non-trivial spacetime topology, which is 

forbidden in the classical theory. 
• It does not violate causality. 
• It has no horizon and no entropy. 

• We did not explain how to form it. Yet… 


